Sales Enablement Case Study

Equipping Sales Engineers
with laser accurate leads and
customer engagement

Case Study: Laser Light Technologies

As we were refreshing Laser Light Technology’s
logo and website, it became apparent that to
truly drive sales, we would have to dig more
than a pixel deep. Leads were coming through
the web regularly, but estimates went out
with no interaction with the prospect and no
understanding of whether Laser Light should
even pursue the opportunity. The result was
Laser Light invested time pursuing the wrong
opportunities and wasted money in the process.

Laser Lights Sales
Enablement Highlights:
Medical Device Market Sales

28

%

Sales to the medical
device market jumped
28% and continue to
grow every year.
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Inject Opportunity Qualification
and Discovery Blueprint
By reaching out to better understand the prospect,
Laser Light was able to ask the questions that properly
qualified the opportunity. The result was Laser Light
Sales Engineers spending much more of their time
engaging with prospects more likely to buy.
Unfortunately, when it was time to engage with the
prospect, the sales team didn’t ask the right questions
and often suggested solutions the prospect wasn’t
compelled to buy.

What is Sales Enablement?
This phase is defined as
“Tools, Resources and
Training that improves Sales
Conversion.” Our philosophy
is “It’s not how you want to
sell, it’s how customers want
to buy.” For any organization,
the first step to selling more
effectively is understanding
how prospective customers
prefer to engage with you.
Avoiding hurdles that trip
up your sales efforts is the
second step.

Maximizing the potential of your
sales team and resources will help
you build more revenue – and
stronger brand loyalty.
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Spoke created a library of purposeful, customer-focused
discovery questions specific to Laser Light to advance
the Sales Engineers’ understanding of the true issues,
challenges, requirements, and needs of their prospect.
Each sales professional uses the library to create their
own customized customer discovery, coordinated
with its marketing effort.

Positioning Against Competitors
in the Medical Devices Market
Laser Light had experience in the medical device
market and all the equipment required to grow a line
of (profitable) business. It’s one thing to have all that,
but quite another when their competitor has it too
(and they’re also talking with your prospect).

Why Sales Enablement?

+20

%

Organizations utilizing
Sales Enablement
content, can expect
to realize up to a
20% increase in
selling effectiveness
on average
Source: Hubspot Marketing
Statistics
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KNOW THY COMPETITOR
Laser Light had their own ideas for
how to position against the competition.
The first issue was prioritizing efforts
based on which competitor they were
most likely to face. The second issue
was understanding how their competitor
was positioning against them.
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With our Competitive Masterplan,
we helped Laser Light figure out not
necessarily their biggest competitors but
rather their most dangerous competitors.
Then we helped Laser Light understand
their game plan, so they could put the
right “compare and contrast” tactics
in place to win more deals. Which they
did. Sales to the medical device market
jumped 28% the next quarter … and
continue to grow every year.

Let’s close. Activate your customer buyers journey today.
Call Dan Klein at (314) 623.1439 or Ryan Bretsch at (813) 215.6054 to schedule
an appointment to learn more about how our Sales Enablement programs
allow your salespeople to sell more effectively.
SPOKEMARKETING.COM

